




















































Cameron and Jennifer Epard

18171 N. 99th Street

Scottsdale, AZ 85255

December 12, 2017

David Barfield, Chief Engineer

Kansas Department of Agriculture,

Division of Water Resources

1320 Research Park Drive

Manhattan, Kansas 66502

Dear Mr. Barfield,

We are opposed to the Local Enhanced Management Area (LEMA) plan proposed by the Northwest

Kansas Groundwater Management District No.4.

We own three irrigation circles in Thomas County, Kansas that are within the boundaries of the

Northwest Kansas Groundwater Management District No.4. Our most recent purchase was in 2015 for

a circle that was close to our farming headquarters that had a strong pumping well. We paid a

significant premium for this parcel because it had such a strong well that was capable of fully utilizing

the total acre-feet associated with its water right. We expected to grow high yield corn because of the

amount of water the well could pump, and was allowed to pump.

The proposed LEMA appears to arbitrarily reduce our annual pumping limit to 15.4" which is

significantly less than what the water right allows and what the well is capable of pumping. I believe

the LEMA plan to reduce pumping from this well is a taking of our property right. It not only reduces

the value of the land that we recently purchased, but prevents us from consistently growing the high

yield corn that we anticipated when we purchased the circle.

Because our crop yields wil l decline due to the LEMA's requirement to pump less water, the revenue

generated from this circle may not cover the debt service associated with the loan. Where does that

leave my family? Retroactively limiting the ability to use a water right within a few years of purchasing

the land with the water right doesn't seem reasonable or fair. The LEMA should not impact a

landowner's ability to service debt and make a reasonable living of their land.

We are strongly opposed the LEMA
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Cameron Epard Terinifer Epard


